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On Friday, March 20th, the Wyandot County office of Economic Development (“WCOED”) released a survey to 

Wyandot County business leaders in order to gauge the current impact of COVID-19 on their operations as 

well as to assess both the immediate and the lasting impact on their businesses.  Within the survey, WCOED 

enquired as to forms of assistance or policy initiatives that may best help these business leaders overcome 

these traced negative effects, in both the short term and for the long term.  

After one week, the results show that all 52 businesses who responded are experiencing some sort of 

disruption from behavioral factors to operational shutdowns.  Those business owners expressed a concerted 

need for access to unemployment assistance and funding for small business including loans and grants. 

While it is still too early to know the full extent of the negative effects that COVID-19 will have on the local 

business community, many owners and operators reported they were uncertain of the type of assistance 

needed.  This uncertainty shows the necessity for: (i) continued monitoring efforts by local and national 

authorities; (ii) widespread information sharing among authorities and business owners as assistance 

resources become available; and (iii) shared review of existing programs, as the same are/may be amended.    

Respondents: 
The 52 responding businesses represented a wide variety of industries; the top respondent industrial 

categories were noted as follows: Food Service (16%); Manufacturing (12%); Retail (10%); and Healthcare 



(10%).  Respondent size also represented a good cross-section of the local economy with almost 70% of 

respondents having 25 or less employees.  

Which industry best describes your business? 

 

 

How Many Employees do You Have? 
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12%



Impacts: 
The impacts already faced by local businesses show that only 28% of respondents still have all of their 

employees working onsite.  Over 60% have experienced changes in their staffing, and of those 36% have seen 

reductions in their workforce. 

What has been the impact to your staffing levels due to COVID-19? 

All are still onsite 28% 

All are working remotely 8% 

Closed due to government mandates 20% 

Closed due to staffing difficulty 2% 

Event only work. All our events have been cancelled. 2% 

Reduction in staffing 2% 

Some current layoffs 10% 

Some have chosen to limit hours 2% 

Some onsite and some now working remotely 12% 

some onsite, some remote, some self-quarantine 2% 

Staffing changes have already taken place of all our part-time employees  2% 

We anticipate there will be staffing changes in the near future 8% 

We are implementing a policy of just essential employees, others are on call or will work 
remotely 

2% 

 

Apart from staffing issues, the majority of respondents reported reduced hours, production, and/or sales 

some of which have led to an inability to cover expense payments.   Many of the other respondents indicated 

necessary changes in the ways they conduct business: 

What have been other impacts to your business from the coronavirus thus far? 

“WE HAVE HAD TO CANCEL SCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS OR 

REWORK TO MAKE THEM TELEPHONIC. WE ALSO HAVE HAD TO 

LIMIT NEW APPOINTMENTS UNTIL WE CAN SEE WHAT THE 

ENVIRONMENT IS GOING TO BE.” 

“WE HAD TO LOCK OFFICES DOWN NOT ALLOWING CUSTOMERS 

INTO BUILDINGS.” 

When questioned about the anticipated impact to their business should the COVID-19 concerns last for 2 

months, respondents painted a very grim picture.  Although many noted it would be hard to estimate, 

roughly 30% indicated they would likely be forced to close their business.  Many others noted the inability to 

pay bills would force layoffs: 

 



What would the anticipated impact be if current concerns continue for 2 or more months? 

“MAJOR REDUCTION IN BUSINESS AND CONCERNS ABOUT HOW 

SOON WE MAY SEE NORMAL PRODUCTION LEVELS.” 

“WE WERE ANTICIPATING A 8%-10% REDUCTION OF WEEKLY 

INCOME WITH CURRENT BUSINESS RESTRICTIONS.   ADDITIONAL 

BUSINESS RESTRICTIONS OR CLOSURES WILL IMPACT GREATLY.  

ACTUAL DECREASE THIS WEEK WAS 10%.” 

“WE WOULD DEFINITELY HAVE LAYOFFS AND/OR PAYCHECK 

DEFERRALS. WITHOUT ACCOMMODATIONS FROM UTILITIES AND 

OTHER SERVICES WE DEFINITELY WOULD BE OUT OF POCKET FOR 

OFFICE EXPENSES USUALLY OFFSET BY INCOME.” 

Business Response: 
To understand what measures are already being implemented within the local community, respondents were 

also asked what best practices were being taken to maintain regular operations and staffing levels.  Many 

respondents indicated adherence to the CDC guidelines including regularly sterilizing surfaces, taking 

employee temperatures daily, and marking out appropriate social distancing within their operations.  Others 

have taken the precaution of not allowing visitors or customers into their facility, but offering “curbside” or 

remote service where available.  Local business owners also responded that they were often reaching out to 

various public organizations and their legislators as a result of these changes. 

In addition to taking new precautions, local organizations are seeking information on applicable assistance 

programs for themselves and their employees. The top respondents’ enquiries of choice were:  

Unemployment (36%); Small business loans (31%); and Disaster / Preparedness planning (21%).    

Respondents provided some of their own ideas to help organizations through the COVID-19 crisis.  Tax 

restructuring and relief as well as grants were common themes: 

What type or forms of assistance would be most helpful to you at this time from local business assistance 

organizations or from the local, state, or federal government? 

“TEMPORARILY SUSPEND LOANS AND PAYROLL/SALES TAXES.” 

“DIRECT MONEY ASSISTANCE/BAIL OUT, NOT LOANS, WHICH WOULD 

JUST PUT US FURTHER IN DEBT. WE NEED THE MONEY LOST TO BE 

REPLACED, NOT ADD TO OUR MONEY LOST IN THE FORM OF A LOAN.” 



Moving Forward: 
The Wyandot County Office of Economic Development and other local business assistance partners including 

the Wyandot County Chamber of Commerce have been quick to disseminate this type of information to our 

member and partner distribution lists.  Being tied into our statewide and federal trade associations, 

legislators, and other resources focused specifically on the business community, our organizations are well 

equipped to share applicable business assistance program updates and announcements as they become 

available.   

Outside of direct communications, the WCOED has created a centralized COVID-19 resource page on our 

website (www.WCOED.com).  This resource page provides much of the relevant business assistance 

programs as they become available and continues to directly circulate relevant information to local 

stakeholders.  

This report and the complete responses collected from the Wyandot Business Community COVID-19 Impact 

Survey will be shared with our partners at various levels to help inform Ohio policymakers as they tailor 

economic responses to the crisis.  Sharing information from Wyandot County business leaders and others in 

communities around the state will drive our public leaders to more efficient and useful measures to combat 

the negative economic impacts created by COVID-19. 

Conclusion: 
No one was prepared for the crisis presented by the Coronavirus; multiple small businesses have seen 

dramatic income loss or forced closures as a result.  Federal and state leadership have taken drastic measures 

in the eye of public health and safety that compounded the negative economic impact felt by local small 

businesses, and the same are now working out how to best assist those businesses in recovery.   

The results of this survey will be used to help convey those impacts and now the needed assistance 

warranted by Wyandot County employers.  Wyandot County employers have expressed needs beyond 

federal small business lending programs.  Taxing policies and other regulatory efforts are areas that many see 

as highly beneficial to their ongoing viability without taking on the extra concern of future loan payments 

that may or may not be forgivable. 

In these unprecedented times, information and direction from area business owners and operators is 

invaluable as these organizations will ultimately be responsible for Wyandot County’s economic resiliency. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wcoed.com/


Appendix: Survey Responses 

 

Which industry describes your business? 

Banking/Finance 3 

Business Services 4 

Construction 2 

Education 2 

Fitness 1 

Food Service 8 

Food/ workout 1 

Hair-Nails-Tanning Salon 1 

Healthcare 5 

Law 1 

Legal services 1 

Local Government 1 

Logistics 1 

Machinist 1 

Manufacturing 6 

manufacturing & retail 1 

Mowed sales and service  1 

Non-profit 2 

Personal services/cosmetology  1 

Retail 5 

Salon 1 

Tree Service 1 

Wellness 1 

 

How many employees do you have? 

0 - 10 30 

101 - 500 5 

11 - 25 6 

26 - 50 3 

501+ 1 

51 - 100 6 

 

What has been the impact to your staffing levels due to COVID-19? 

All are still onsite 14 

All are working remotely 4 

Closed due to government mandates 10 

Closed due to staffing difficulty 1 



Event only work. All our events have been cancelled. 1 

None 1 

Reduction in staffing 1 

Some current layoffs 5 

Some have chosen to limit hours 1 

Some onsite and some now working remotely 6 

some onsite, some remote, some self-quarantine 1 

Staffing changes have already taken place of all our part-time employees  1 

We anticipate there will be staffing changes in the near future 4 

We are implementing a policy of just essential employees, others are on call or will work 
remotely 

1 

 

What have been other impacts to your business from the coronavirus thus 

far? (Ex: closure, reduced hours/sales/visitors/meetings, etc.) 

 We have had to cancel scheduled appointments or rework to make them telephonic. We also have 

had to limit new appointments until we can see what the environment is going to be. 

 No impact on sales yet.  High anxiety among employees 

 We had to lock offices down not allow customers into buildings 

 Bank lobbies have suspended all walk in transactions at all locations 

 Sales down 60% 

 Reduced hours 

 No income 

 Drastic reduction in demand 

 Cut production employees to 4 day work week from 5 day effective March 23. 

 Closed the municipal building to the public 

 Unable to provide needed services to at risk students after school. 

 Reduced walk in customers 

 Closure  

 Closure  

 Less customer contact 

 Inability to meet with clients 

 Sales, reduced hours 

 Fortunately being a roofing contractor limits contact with many people unless I have to meet 

physically with customers. Contact is normally limited to getting Money from customers. 

 Major reduced hours, sales. Most staff layoff 

 little impact on sales yet, anticipate it coming as people continue to stay home 

 Checking fever and assessment of all employees walking in to facility 

 Closed, reduced sales 

 None 



 We have had to transform many of our services in less than two-three days so that they can be 

provided remotely. 

 No inside seating/drive thru only/sales down over 50% 

 Reduced ice cream sales, did not extend our hours, shortening our menu 

 Reduced hours, dining room and buffet closed due to the Covid-19. A 30% drop in sales.  

 Hours/no classes 

 Sales are down about 30%.  Seating area is closed. 

 Closure with no income 

 None 

 Nothing so far other than a few customers that closed have canceled orders.  

 We are limiting face to face appointments. Our business clients are being affected, so it's affecting 

how we communicate with them and the services we can provide to them. 

 Full closure. No services, no product sales. 

 All of my helpers are 60+ as am I and all of us have some sort of pre-existing health issue. I closed 

because I didn’t want anyone  exposed to the virus while working in the store  

 Reduced sales.  Product unavailable from our wholesalers.   Increased delivery service.     Increased 

safety and cleaning measures.  Increased phone calls.    

 Less customers due to restrictions and the economy. 

 Basically shut down 

 Additional meeting and cleaning  

 Had to defer all loan payments. Will be late on all utilities. Running very very short on cash.  

 Closed doors... No activities, no homemaking services, not having anyone in for meals 

 None 

 Closure 

 Reduced hours, lay offs 

 Complete business closure due to government mandate resulting in complete loss of income. 

 Mostly places for my drivers to eat  

 No outside visitors..only employees allowed in the building 

 Closed  

 no business meetings, interviews are tough.  

 Loss of revenues 

 Meetings cancelled, decreased revenue from elective surgery hiatus, staff shortages due to 

quarantines while awaiting test results on clients. 

 Substantial loss of foot traffic due to stay at home order 

What would the anticipated impact be if current concerns continue for 2 or 

more months? 

 We would definitely have layoffs and/or paycheck deferrals. Without accommodations from utilities 

and other services we definitely would be out of pocket for office expenses usually offset by income. 



 Tough to quantify.  We won't close until the govt orders it though 

 Insureds stop paying premiums which would force layoffs 

 Continue to suspend lobby walk ins.  Not disruption to overall bank operations. 

 Closing 

 Layoffs, restructuring 

 Loss of income for months 

 Major reduction in business and concerns about how soon we may see normal production levels 

 We were anticipating a 8%-10% reduction of weekly income with current business restrictions.   

Additional business restrictions or closures will impact greatly.  Actual decrease this week was 10%. 

 Loss of income tax for the village, necessary work not getting completed 

 Students would further fall behind academically and not have access to the supplemental services 

we provide like social emotional learning and family services. 

 Monetary 

 Cant pay bills 

 Cant pay bills 

 Cancellations of policies which would cut our income and force us to reduce employees. 

 Extreme impact 

 Closure 

 Unless I am quarantined I foresee no change unless ppl arent able to afford for me to complete my 

work. If this happena then basically it will put a strain on my financial situation 

 Likely closure 

 Hopefully the current lockdown has ended, but it won't improve business wise, we will slip into 

severe recession 

 Employees will lose hours and supplies will get low 

 Potential closure; likely starting from square one.  

 Supply chain failure  

 As a school, we are concerned about students' credits toward graduation, learning gaps, student 

well-being due to lack of structure, meals, etc. 

 Don't know. Possible closure 

 Having to lay off employees 

 This would have a substantial financial impact on our business.  

 Close  

 As long as the governor does not lock down entire state, people have still been buying donuts.  We 

can maintain this level for a little while. 

 We will struggle with and probably fall behind on bills due to no income.  

 Prolly gonna shut us down  

 We would probably need to put some employees on unpaid leave as I'm sure sales will take a hit.  

 Loss of income due to our clients not staying in business or able to pay for our services. 

 Serious financial consequences  



 We most  likely would have to close our doors permanently   

 As long as we can continue to get our pharmacy supplies the impact would affect our out front sales 

most 

 Less sales, revenue, and ability to pay employees.  

 More cancellations of scheduled events. 

 Depends on customers and local conditions  

 Loss of all assets. Will have to have another job way before 2 months.  

 As long as I still can go to work it will be fine 

 Hardship, possible closure  

 Going out of business  

 Loss of Business and livelyhood due to inability to pay all bills and rent and morgages  

 Bankruptcy  

 Wait it out 

 loss of workforce=loss of production=loss of orders/business 

 Financial Devastation. 

 Borrowing limits would need expanded to maintain the business. Layoff's would become severe after 

30 days (50% FTE's) 

 Severe economic impact with potential layoffs 

What measures are you implementing to maintain operations or reduce 

impacts? 

 We are trying to keep appointments where we can and to accommodate clients needs without being 

in person. Our inability to keep appointments directly affects our office revenue. 

 Constantly cleaning high touch areas, making sure our internet presence is better than ever 

 We locked the offices down only allowing employees in. Spaced them out over 6ft at all 16 locations. 

We are prepared to go remote if deemed necessary.  

 working remotely, encourage digital transactions, heightened cleaning/disinfection of facilities 

 Selling carry out and doing it all my self  

 Ramping up marketing, client acquisition efforts; reaching out to legislators 

 Continue to work as long as we can 

 Currently all employees of the company are mandated to work from home 

 Reduced retail store operation hours.  Cut production employees to 4 day work week from 5 day 

effective March 23.  Building our case that we are an "essential business". 

 Having everyone on call and ready to report to work if an emergency arises 

 I am offering materials for students to come take home like educational games, making phone calls, 

making them aware of resources digitally, and offering tutoring via Facetime. 

 Taking the temperature of our employees and customers upon arrival. 

 Try to get unemployment or help from the government  

 Try to get unemployment or help from the government  



 Work from home, lay offs 

 Closure to public except as absolutely required 

 Staff reduction, hours cut 

 Just basically limiting expoaure to ppl the best I can 

 Reduced hours, drop in staff, expanded services and delivery 

 trying to disinfect and reducing hours 

 Doing what we can to provide facility with supplies needed 

 Reduced offerings online  

 Social separation, increased personal responsibility  

 We have had teachers move the majority of lessons and assessments to online portals.  We are 

staying in constant contact with parents and students about this, and providing video training. 

 Reducing employees, delivery, or may close part of the week. 

 Extended delivery times and decreased delivery fees. 

 Conserving by turning off non essential lighting in dining room, conserving on product, reduced 

scheduling and food cost.  

 Virtual classes 

 More hand sanitizer throughout store.  More hand washing. 

 Unfortunately there isn’t anything we can do due to the nature of our business.  

 Taking temps at the beginning  of every shift 

 Robust disenfecting of plant constantly 2. Everyone's temperature taken daily 3. Separated the plant 

into colored zones and everyone is wearing colored arm bands so that we can continue operations if 

one group has a positive case of COVID-19 and traced to other members of the group. Each group 

has their own bathrooms, breakrooms, entrance/exit and can't be within 7 ft of a person with a 

different color. 3. No access to building from outsiders 4. etc. etc.  

 Cleaning and sanitizing more, limiting face to face appointments, communicating over the phone or 

email instead. 

 Nothing 100% shut down 

 I have listed a few things on line for sale to generate a little income to help with rent, utilities etc  

 Constantly cleaning. Social distancing by marking spots on floor as customers wait.  No touch on 

credit card machines.   Changing gloves between each customer.  Curbside service. Home deliveries.  

 Trying to remain positive  

 None 

 Education and cleaning 

 Keeping in contact with clients.  

 Providing meals home delivered and we are still provide transportation 

 Noone allowed in building 

 Nothing can be done at this point. 

 Reduce all expenses especially payroll while trying to stay open. 

 Unable to maintain due to government mandate, we had no choice but to shut down 



 None at this time  

 Adhering to the CDC guidelines. Taking temps daily.  

 Same  

 complying with all CDC standards and beyond. 

 Staying informed about what financial aid will be available and expense reductions will be coming 

from vendors.  

 Reduce administrative hours. Eliminate overtime and proportionally decrease hours. 

 Offering grab and go/ curbside options as well as online orders and shipping 

Are you seeking further information surrounding any of the following? 

Disaster/Pandemic Preparedness planning 1 

Disaster/Pandemic Preparedness planning, funding for local governments 1 

Immediate tax relief for employers who are covering hourly employee wages without 
corresponding workload. 

1 

no 2 

None 1 

Not at the current time but will probably have to.  1 

Not at this time 1 

Not currently 1 

Not sure 1 

Small business loans 5 

Small business loans, Disaster/Pandemic Preparedness planning 1 

Tax information 1 

Unemployment 4 

Unemployment, Disaster/Pandemic Preparedness planning 4 

Unemployment, Loans wont help, that just puts us further in debt. We need a bail out/money 
assistance that helps cover our losses.  

1 

Unemployment, Small business loans 6 

Unemployment, Small business loans, Disaster/Pandemic Preparedness planning 4 

We are potentially an essential business per DOHS, and may need to stay open even if there is 
a shut down.  

1 

 

What type or forms of assistance would be most helpful to you at this time 

from local business assistance organizations or from the local, state, or 

federal government? 

 Tax relief 

 continue receiving updates as to impacts on local community and businesses 

 Easy access grant funding 

 None that I can think of 

 Uncertain at this time. 

 to help fund employees even when they are not physically on the job 



 Nothing for me, just help my students and their families. 

 Any information we can give employees on the impact and incite on how we carry on our everyday 

operations. 

 I haven't started the research yet  

 I haven't started the research yet  

 Answers to questions on the disaster relief loan program, uniform guidelines on closing businesses. 

 Tax credits 

 Possibly a small loan to get through this time to cover bills 

 Loan, grants, unemployment  

 loans are not the answer???????? 

 Utilities forgiveness  

 None.  Our staff and administration is very impressed with the outpouring of support shown to our 

students and teachers by local businesses. 

 Local or state 

 A quick informational packet via mail or email sent out to area businesses to fill out and return to the 

correct governmental agencies in regards to what that small business can see what financial help we 

would qualify for.  

 Do not do total lockdown.  Local community has been very supportive given the situation. 

 Need to be exempt from closing if DeWine or Trump closes businesses. May need financial assistance 

to continue operations if sales drop off dramatically but we stay open to provide parts to 

transportation, military, ambulance mfg customers.  

 Temporarily suspend loans and payroll/sales taxes 

 Unemployment benefits or just the direct payment from government the president has mentioned. 

Would be very helpful to pay business expenses while closed.  

 Right now being able to get masks, hand sanitizer, thermometers etc. 

 None 

 Unemployment for self employed  

 Delayed pmts on utilities.  

 Unemployment info for our employees.   SBA loans 

 Direct money assistance/bail out, not loans, which would just put us further in debt. We need the 

money lost to be replaced, not add to our money lost in the form of a loan. 

 Maintaining open services places for driver comfort  

 Continue to report what assistance will be available in short-long term. 

 Clear information and contacts for business loans, grants and assistance. 

 information and guidance in regards to CARES act 


